This is the
Zalmhuys Group
Our members are:
Het Urker Zalmhuys, Affish, Affish Fresh & Ocean Fish.
Each of our companies is specialized in a specific area of the
seafood market combining know-how and product ranges
that quite literally guarantee that you will find
ALL YOUR SEAFOOD IN ONE PLACE!
We offer everything from whole Norwegian salmon to sliced
and marinated smoked salmon, from shrimp skewers to
breaded tilapia, and from fresh Atlantic cod to frozen red
Tuna steaks. With our expert sales professionals, logistic
solutions, strict quality control, cutting-edge production & coldstorage facilities, we go above and beyond to make sure your
experience is easy and effective.

Ancient
Fishing
Tradition
Het Urker Zalmhuys is located in the heart of the
fishing village of Urk; a former island in the Zuiderzee
where the population has made a living from fishing,
fish processing and fish trading for over a thousand
years. Over the last decades, Urk has become one of
the world‘s largest seafood centers.
Het Urker Zalmhuys was founded in 2002, thriving
on experience and knowledge built up over the
generations. Fish processing is a cherished craft in
which experience is complemented by state-of-theart production techniques. We constantly work on
implementing innovations to improve and optimise
our production processes, with the ultimate goal of
delivering you the highest-quality product possible.

At Het Urker Zalmhuys we prepare fish with the utmost
care and the strictest quality standards. Every customer
is equally important and our flexibility allows us to meet
their every request. Punctuality, customization, quality
and trust are standard practice.
These characteristics have contributed to Het Urker
Zalmhuys’ rapid development into a renowned supplier
of premium quality fresh and smoked salmon with a
unique and distinctive fine taste.

State-of-the-Art
Plant and Craftsmanship
At Het Urker Zalmhuys the salmon arrives at our
ultra-modern processing plan. Here it will make the
journey from whole salmon to perfect fillet or portion.
According to our fresh department production manager,
the company evolved over the years to create the optimal
processing lines. From the cold storage, the salmon are
descaled and deslimed by machine before the heads are
removed for processing in the filleting machines. Our
experienced team takes the utmost care to manually trim
every fillet. The pin bones are then mechanically removed
from the salmon, followed by another manual check to
ensure a boneless final product.

FREEZING LINE

Freshly Cut
Salmon Fillet
After the final inspection the fresh salmon fillet is sorted
by weight, before being carefully packed into boxes
that vary in weight from 5 to 20 kg. The salmon is then
shipped to customers all over the world.

A part of our salmon is frozen
according to the customer’s
wishes and stored in our own
frozen warehouse facility.
‘Shock Freezing’ is our default
freezing technique, but we also
offer the option of ‘Individual
Quick Freezing’, guaranteeing the
quality for even longer.

Processing
A large part of the fresh salmon fillet is further
processed in-house to produce our delicious smoked
products. The whole salmon sides and portions are
salted, placed on racks and left to rest, ready for the
smoking process.

VACUUM LINE
PORTIONING LINE
The salmon is portioned to any desired weight.
Portions are smoked or delivered fresh to the
customers. We can pack the portions in both vacuum
and MAP. We can produce tailor-made and private
label products in accordance to your every wish.

Salmon can be vacuum-packed to exclude
bacteria and increase its shelf life. Vacuum
packing also contributes to the long-term
preservation of quality, structure and taste.

Fresh Range
Our farmed salmon originates mainly from Norway, Scotland, Ireland, Iceland and the Faroe Islands. The salmon
can be supplied with an ASC, Global G.A.P. or BIO quality certification. The salmon is packed in EPS boxes, or
vacuum packed in a cardboard box.

FRESH WHOLE SALMON
Quality

Superior
ASC
BIO
Label Rouge

Origins

Norway
Scotland
Ireland
Iceland
Faroe Islands

Sortings
2-3 kg
3-4 kg
4-5 kg
5-6 kg
6-7 kg

Salmon Fillet
Norwegian, Scottish, Faeröer

SORTINGS
1,0 - 1,4 kg
1,4 - 1,8 kg
1,8 - 2,2 kg

TRIMS
Trim A
Trim B
Trim C
Trim D
Trim E
Deepskinned

Salmon Portions

Various Weights

Salmon Loins
Various Weights

ALSO AVAILABLE: BELLIES, HEADS,
OFF-CUTS, BACK-BONES & SO MUCH MORE!

Artisanal Smoking
Artisanal
smoking
Traditional Craftmanship

based on tradition

Through gently salting, subtly drying and lightly smoking the
highest quality salmon with our own mélange of wood sorts
our master smokers create the unique taste and quality
known as “Het Urker Zalmhuys experience”.
The century old smoking tradition has been passed down
over the decades and generations from master smoker to
master smoker and enhanced through the most modern
smoking technology and most stringent quality controls. Our
dry salted salmon is created with our own closely guarded
secret blend.

Afbeeldingen rookkasten.

Temperature and smoke intensity are closely monitored
through the experience of our crafts people and our stateof-the-art smoking kilns, to deliver constant high quality
and taste to you.

Cold Smoked Salmon
Cold smoked salmon is intensely smoked over a long period of time at a
low constant temperature. The salmon acquires a wonderful smoky taste
and a delicate structure. Our smokery production manager and his team
devote great care, passion and attention when processing our smoked
products.

CUTTING METHOD
We process our cold smoked
salmon in several ways crafting
tasty finished products. The smoked
salmon fillet is machine sliced,
either d-cut or long sliced, packed
in the desired weight and sizes.

Purchasing
Based on Quality
Het Urker Zalmhuys purchases salmon that has been
carefully farmed in the clear and cold waters of Norway,
Scotland, Ireland, Iceland and the Faroe Islands.
The salmon raised in these pristine and natural environments
are subject to strict government legislation and checks
regarding the breeding process. Advanced systems ensure
the controlled development of the salmon to guarantee a highquality product with an outstanding taste.
Through the careful selection of our suppliers, we can
guarantee a food-safe and healthy fish product, rich in proteins
and omega 3 fatty acids.

COLD-CHAIN
From the moment our salmon
is shipped to the moment it
is delivered to your doorstep,
the continuous cold chain is
monitored and guaranteed. Be
this in the transport trucks, our
temperature controlled facilities
and processing plants or our cold
storage warehouses.
Cold chain integrity is guaranteed.

Retail
Excellence
To be able to serve your every need Zalmhuys group
has its own retail production facility.
This ultra-high-care facility with its highly trained,
quality-minded crafts people ensures that each and
every product you receive is sliced, diced and packed
to your specification in the most effective and product
safe way.

Smoked Range
Our farmed salmon comes from Norway, Scotland, Ireland, Iceland and the Faroe Islands. The salmon can be
supplied with an ASC, Global G.A.P. or BIO sustainability certification. The salmon is vacuum or MAP packed.
Private label and tailor-made products are possible!

COLD SMOKED

D-Cut

Longsliced

Gravad Lachs

Sliced Sides

Whole Sides

Portion Controlled

HOT SMOKED

Hot Smoked Portions

Marinated Portions

Hot Smoked Sides

ALSO AVAILABLE: TROUT, EEL, SOCKEYE,
MACKEREL, OILFISH & SO MUCH MORE!

Simply Smoked
by Het Urker Zalmhuys

CLASSIC LINE

PRIVATE LABEL AND TAILOR-MADE ARE POSSIBLE!

Worldwide Transport &
Flexible Delivery
The Zalmhuys Group possesses its own
transport fleet to provide clients with
the most flexible options for delivering
our products.
Our logistics team does everything
possible to ensure that your products
are always delivered on time in
perfect condition. We supply industry,
wholesale and retail worldwide.
The Zalmhuys Group always guarantees
a food-safe product of the very highest
quality.

WORLDWIDE
AIR-TRANSPORT FROM
OUR LOGISTIC HUB AT
SCHIPHOL AIRPORT.

OUR OWN 2
WAREHOUSES CAN
STORE MORE THAN
4500 PALLETS!

OUR OWN
COLD & FROZEN
GROUND
TRANSPORT FLEET

WORLDWIDE
CONTAINER TRANSPORT
FROM OUR PLANT TO
YOUR DOORSTEP.

Following the Highest
Quality Requirements
The Zalmhuys Group is extremely aware of
all its responsibilities as a producer of food.
Our skilled and dedicated quality team works
relentlessly to assure and maintain the highest
quality standards. More than 200 routine
quality tests are carried out on raw materials
and environment weekly.
Combining the use of internal and external
accredited laboratories for extensive testing,
temperatures, freshness and traceability are
continuously monitored.
Among other certifications, the Zalmhuys
Group’s production process and plants are
FSSC 22000 certified combining quality
management, GMP, customer focus and
stringent control programs.
As we also aim at collectively creating a
positive sustainable change to our industry
we are Global G.A.P., ASC, MSC and EU BIO
certified.

CERTIFICATIONS
ASC
Farmed Responsibly

GLOBAL G.A.P.

MSC
Sustainable Seafood

EU-Bio

FSSC 22000
Managementsystem

Kosher

AFFISH
OUR ORGANISATION AT A GLANCE

Our signature KING brand!
www.affish.nl

AFFISH

DELICA OCEAN STIX

Our top product is the Delica Ocean Stix©. It is a
delicious fish appetizer with crab flavour which is
produced in Japan. Since 1979 we distribute this
product exclusively in Europe. We are the first
company that brought the surimi stick to Europe.
The Delica Stix’s additives are specially designed
by Osaki Suisan based on a secret recipe in order
to harmonize the original taste. The texture is also
very special: the Stix consist of delicate fish strips
that make it a very surprising and pleasant eating
experience.

It is recognized around the globe as an excellent food
ingredient for its functionality and versatility and its
amazing flavour. It’s used accordingly in a wide range
of menus. Our customers use it to make tasty salads,
cocktails, sandwiches and sashimi. The premium
quality of the product makes that our customers
choose this product over any other comparable
product in the market.

AFFISH

ASSORTMENT

SHRIMPS

Black Tiger
Shrimps

Vannamei
Shrimps

Freshwater
Shrimps

Atlantic Sole
Filets

John Dory
Filets

Pangasius
Filets

Red Tuna
Loins

Oilfish

Swordfish

Mahi Mahi

Wahoo

Argentine Red
Shrimps

FISH

Alaska Pollock

SURIMI

Delica Ocean
Stix

Surimi Chunks
(Thailand)

Surimi Sticks
(Thailand)

SHELLFISH

Half Shell
Mussels

Mussel Meat
IQF

Whole Shell
Mussels IQF

Green Shell
Mussels

MOLLUSCS

Calamar a la
Romana IQF

Squid Rings
IQF

Squid Tubes
IQF

For more information, go to www.affish.nl

Scallops

For everything fresh that isn’t salmon
We purchase our fresh fish directly from the auctions in The Netherlands, Denmark, Norway,
Scotland & France. On arrival our ultra-fresh North Sea fish is directly processed by our own
experienced staff, filleted to your specification and shipped to your doorstep within hours of
landing. At AFFISH FRESH we strive for responsibly sourcing the highest quality freshest fish,
respecting the environment & minimalizing our waste and carbon footprint.

www.affishfresh.nl

OUR ASSORTMENT

Cod Fillets

Dover Sole

Haddock Fillet

Halibut Whole

Pike Perch

Plaice Fillet

Plaice Whole

Redfish Fillet

Saithe Fillet

Seabass

Turbot

Cod Loin

ABOUT OCEAN FISH

Ocean Fish was established in 1999 in the Netherlands to market Icelandic
fish products. We are a European distributor of first-class frozen fish from
Iceland. We also import many different species from other countries and we
process local fish, such as plaice and doversole.
The location in the Netherlands with the cold storage and production
facilities guarantees fast delivery throughout Europe to meet our clients’
demands for the best possible service available.
The catching area of our premium fish are the unspoiled cold waters of the
North Atlantic which ensures a excellent quality. We work very closely with
worldwide suppliers who offer both land frozen and sea frozen products.
Their plants and vessels operate in accordance with the latest quality
systems and MSC where available.
In the production facilities in Urk we produce a wide range of packed
products, both from fresh and frozen raw material, for the retail and
catering market. Plaice, doversole and turbot are frozen from fresh landings
in Holland. We also poduce a range of breaded and pre-fried products.

www.oceanfish.nl

OUR ASSORTMENT

Seabream

Seabass

Cod Fillet

Cod Portion

Squid

Dover Sole

Pike Perch Fillet

Redfish Fillet

John Dory Fillet

Turbot

Mackeral Fillet

Breaded Products

OUR TEAM
+31 (0)527 687 001 - Industrierondweg 24 - 8321 EC Urk, the Netherlands - www.heturkerzalmhuys.nl

Wypke Metz
Export Manager
USA
+31 (0)634229996
wypke@heturkerzalmhuys.nl

Evert-Jelle Post
Export Manager
Middle East & Asia
+31 (0)624356898
evert-jelle@heturkerzalmhuys.nl

Lub Woord
Purchasing manager

Jacob Ras
Sales & Purchasing Manager

+31 (0) 614700696
lub@zalmhuys.com

+31 (0)630079986
jacob@heturkerzalmhuys.nl

Meindert Visser
Sales Manager
Germany, Austria & Switzerland
+31 (0)620485839
m.visser@heturkerzalmhuys.nl

Jan Wakker
Sales Manager
Benelux
+31 (0)657435596
jan@heturkerzalmhuys.nl

Lawrence Bilton
Sales & Marketing Manager
Italy & North America
+31 (0)82755062
lawrence@heturkerzalmhuys.nl

Jan Hakvoort
Sales Manager
Netherlands
+31 (0)651061216
jhakvoort@heturkerzalmhuys.nl

Diederik van Spronsen
Managing Director

Harm ten Napel
Managing Director

Klaas-Hessel van Eerde
General Manager

+31 (0)610147361
diederik@heturkerzalmhuys.nl

+31 (0)651515621
harm@heturkerzalmhuys.nl

+31 (0)653218383
khve@zalmhuys.com

+31 (0)183 303 484
Industrierondweg 24
8321 EC Urk, the Netherlands
www.affish.nl

+31 (0)527 728 106
Abbert 2
8321 WN Urk, the Netherlands
www.affishfresh.nl

Lianne Post
Sales & Purchasing Manager

Tom Verwoert
Sales Manager

Bram ten Napel
Sales & Purchasing Manager

Jelle Brands
Purchasing Manager

+31 (0)646120874
lianne@affish.nl

+31 (0)682154518
tom@affish.nl

+31 (0)683974294
bram@affishfresh.nl

+31 (0)620025499
jelle@affishfresh.nl

Lucas Kapitein
Sales Manager

Anna Somka
Sales Manager
Eastern Europe
+38 (0)509228531
anna@affish.nl

Jochanan Polinder
Sales Manager

Ferdi Kramer
Sales Manager

+31 (0)682891953
jochanan@affishfresh.nl

+31 (0)638071660
ferdi@affishfresh.nl

+31 (0)646364364
lucas@affish.nl

+31 (0)317 428 539, Costerweg 1T, 6702 AA Wageningen, www.oceanfish.nl

Valdimar Kristjansson
Managing Director

Teresa Fonseca Laso
Sales & Marketing Director

+31 (0)620432338
valdimar@oceanfish.nl

+31 (0)651004468
teresa@oceanfish.nl

Alexander van Maurik
Sales Manager
Spain & Portugal
+31 (0)682094813
alexander@oceanfish.nl

Joël Wiltink
Sales Manager
Benelux & Germany
+31 (0)610142251
joel@oceanfish.nl

Hamed Lahlayssi
Sales Manager
Italy
+31 (0)657151286
hamed@oceanfish.nl

Simply Smoked
by Het Urker Zalmhuys

ALL YOUR SEAFOOD IN ONE PLACE

